Sprague bumblebee capacitors

If you've browsed our collection of wiring harnesses, you've seen the term used often. In this
blog post, I'll explain what it means and why we think these caps are so special. When we
decided to offer harnesses, I wanted to do something different that would appeal to players with
USA Les Pauls like a Traditional, Classic, or Standard at a more affordable price point. There
were already plenty of vendors selling harnesses with with Luxe reissues, Russian PIO, or other
new caps, but the vintage in-spec caps were expensive, and that limited the majority of the
market for those to Historics. When we came up with the idea of drifted vintage capacitors, I
knew we'd found what I'd been after. In the late '50s and , Gibson used Sprague Black Beauty
caps that were rated. In the '50s they used a stripe pattern to indicate the values. Because of
this, they became known as Bumblebees. We still call them that now, but the reality is that it's
nothing more than a nickname, Sprague has always officially referred to them as Black
Beauties. Here's a photo of the stripe pattern that was on the caps used in the original '57
goldtop and the '58 and '59 Bursts. As you can see, the stripe pattern is red, red, orange, black,
yellow. They are also the only reasonable upgrade for an R7, R8, or R9 because the purpose of
the Historic reissues is to be as close to the originals as possible. For obvious reasons, the
Bumblebee nickname went away and these are what are commonly known as Black Beauties
today. We offer the original. I'll pay that for a replacement harness for my original vintage guitar.
I'll also cough it up to upgrade my Historic. But there's no way I'd pay that to upgrade my
Traditional. Because while my Traditional is a great-playing guitar, it will never be a replica of a '
The headstock shape isn't vintage-correct, and depending on the year it was made, it may be
weight-relieved. Construction techniques are different, and so on. What I care about is the tone!
A new capacitor, whether it's a Luxe Bee or an Orange Drop, does exactly what it's designed to
do: roll off the high end. But a vintage cap, especially a drifted one, acts differently. It's not just
rolling off the highs, it's addressing highs, mids, and everything in between. Very much like a
phase shift. Once you've experienced it, it's hard to go back to normal tone controls. We wanted
to offer a harness with caps at a similar price point the others were selling their Luxe-equipped
harnesses forâ€”but we wanted the sweep! The only way to get that was to use vintage
capacitors. So we bought a lot of old caps and started testing them. Check out this photo. This
little beauty was originally rated at. But look at what she reads now! And since they're not being
sought by collectors to restore an old Burst, they're much more affordable. Heat caused them to
rise. Cold caused them to come down. Take an old organ from a church, pull out the board, and
if you're lucky, you'll find this. Those caps are dead on. And they have a price tag to prove it.
Others got stuck in a hot attic or storage shed for years. And they drifted. Slowly, for years and
years. After we discovered the drift. We wanted to be sure that they wouldn't continue until they
were off the chart. So we put them in the freezer and we put them in the trunk of my car in the
summertime. They moved a little, but they always came right back within an hour. Today,
they're as stable as any new capacitor. Close menu. Info See More Close Cart. Your cart. Close
Cart. First, a little background: When we decided to offer harnesses, I wanted to do something
different that would appeal to players with USA Les Pauls like a Traditional, Classic, or Standard
at a more affordable price point. In , Sprague did away with the stripe pattern and started
printing the values on the caps in red. Because new caps don't sound like old caps. Here's
where the drift comes in. What causes the drift in the first place? The good news is: They're
stable now. Get real vintage tone for your Gibson USA guitar! Menu Shop Contact. Contact Us Ut enim ad minima veniam, quis nostrum exercitationem ullam corporis suscipit laboriosam,
nisi ut aliquid ex ea commodi consequatur? Sample Company, Inc. Supporting Membership.
Forums New posts Trending Search forums. Media New media New comments Search media.
Resources Latest reviews Search resources. Members Current visitors. Log in Register. Search
titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Change style.
Contact us. Close Menu. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable
JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Thread starter Medic Start date Jun 5, Medic
Member. Messages My question is this What exactly does this capacitor do??? I'm not a tech
guy and truthfully have no idea what this will accomplish. I do however have enough funds to
snatch up an Epi and all the required aftermarket stuff to try to get a close at least sonically
version of my favorite guitar. Blue SKies! Scumback Speakers Platinum Supporting Member.
Messages 10, Well done, Pearly Gator. Took all the words right out of my mouth. I put old
Sprague caps in everything I own Messages 1, The latter ones are the ones that are like the
sprague black beauties that you see in early to mid 60's gibson guitars. The mylars ones sound
fine and make a good tone cap but don't sound like the oil filled ones. I haven't either of tried
them yet, but it might be a good place to start. Other options are NOS foil in oils that people sell
on the buy 'n sell boards such as this one or the weber site. That's generally what I put in my
guitars when changing caps. If I have room. Messages 5, Pearly Gator said:. The reissue
"bumble bee" caps used by Gibson in the Historics are not the same cap but I forget the internal

differences. Thanks for the responses. So I hope I'm correct in assuming that the capacitor
between the volume and tone pots simply open up more expressive tone variance? From
reading your responses, it seems that you might not always "get what you're buying" and a
better option may in fact be purchasing from the link you provided. Any advice is greatly
solicited as I said in my original post I'm not a techhead I pump people's chests, shock em' and
squirt water at hot stuff for a living! Blauserk Gold Supporting Member. I think the Sprague
Black Beauties are identical in everything but the markings. I don't know enough about epis to
know whether that statement is true, but I have put old caps and good pots in guitars that I
considered keepers and improved the tone. I think there are a lot of caps that would improve
tone, however, not just NOS ones. No oil, no wax. I know that to be a fact since I cut them open
all the time. I think it's easy to get confused as some paper foil caps are impregnated with some
greasy oil. However, they are not foil filled. To do that with molded caps you have to have a
"spout" sticking out of one end They fill the cap up with oil thru that spout, then solder a lead to
the spout which also seals the cap. It is my understanding that the latter ones are identical to
Ps. Jef Bardsley Member. Messages 2, Medic said:. Tonebender Silver Supporting Member. Hey
guys, I have some nos spragues for sale in the emporium Here's a pic of old Spragues side by
side for comparison. Left side, top to bottom: Top: volt. Notice how it's larger than the volt
models underneath. These are from a Gibson GA-8 amplifier. Right side, top to bottom: Sprague
Bumble Bee caps,. They also sound the same. You must log in or register to reply here.
Trending Topics. Poll: Are you buying the Quad Cortex? Will Kemper be dethroned? So what do
y'all think about the Dave Mustaine Gibsons? Guitars in General. Will Quad Cortex sell? Will
Fractal sound good? Will the Helix be "easy to use"? Will the GT remain neglected by the
general modeling population? Home What's new Latest activity Authors. Forums New posts
Search forums. Showcase New items New comments Latest reviews Search showcase. Media
New media New comments Search media. Members Registered members Current visitors New
profile posts Search profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced
searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Forums Music Gear Tonefreaks. JavaScript is
disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding.
Thread starter jonesy Start date Apr 1, Joined Mar 28, Messages 17, Reaction score 4, In my
search for Tone I have found that the 's Bumble Capacitors are considered by many as the
"Holy Grail" of guitar tone. They are sometimes very expensive and often hard to find. As many
of you know there are other types of capacitors that sound great and cost a lot less. Has
anybody else been using the Bumble Bees? I love they way they look as well as the tone I get
from them. I currently have a 's Sprague. Many Players are searching for that elusive 59' Tone,
hard to really say what makes a Les Paul Sound the way it does? What do you think? The wood,
pickups, caps, wire, hardware You need the right guitar, right pickups and correct electronics,
the amp is a whole other topic I suppose Good Tone is good tone no matter what year guitar it
is coming out of. J-Man Senior Member. Joined Jun 24, Messages 2, Reaction score Good info.
How can I be the first poster? I bet the posts will come in now. Curt1lp Member. Joined Jun 26,
Messages 58 Reaction score 0. Hi Jonesy, IMO I think that if you buy vintage foil caps not
talking ceramic etc the differences are minor and to my ears they mostly sound great. My
favourite 0. In the 0. I am starting to go off the Vitamin Q types a bit because they sound too
pure to my ears and I'm looking for a bit of honk and brassiness in the tone. Really if you want
the 50s tone and you have the basic guitar construction correct woods etc then I think PAF
replica PUPS and vintage braided wiring along with removing the metal shield in some control
cavities is more important than the exact type of vintage style cap used. J-Man said:. Joined Jul
14, Messages 7, Reaction score 1, Curt1lp said:. Joined Aug 4, Messages 2, Reaction score
Joined Mar 27, Messages 22 Reaction score 0. I'm reading all this but I don't quite get the 0. If it
measures 0. And what is the standard 0. Can someone help me? Joined May 7, Messages 2,
Reaction score RevaD Senior Member. Joined Jul 14, Messages Reaction score Hey jonesy, do
you think you could possibly write something up that explains specific capacitor values, and
related frequency roll-off? And do you think it's possible, via caps, to eliminate 60hz hum?
Although ya might need an active circuit to do that That's a lot clearer, cheers. At least I now
know which end to look at, 0. I treated myself to a set of Dave Stephens vintage pafs and they're
amazing, so I just want the rest of the guitar to be spot on. CTS pots will be next I suppose. Are
they pretty standard or is this another minefield? I'm putting them into an 02 standard. It already
sounds fantastic but the tone pots in it now are not great, so I never touch them. They're always
on RevaD said:. Gibson or Epiphone?? Joined Oct 5, Messages Reaction score 7. Jonesy, will a
0. I currently have your aged 0. You must log in or register to reply here. Latest Threads.
Luthier's Corner. Can I use top wrap strings on mine? Started by felipevsw Today at PM
Replies: 7. Gibson Les Pauls. Will the vintage les paul market ever fall? Vintage Les Pauls.
Bumblebee capacitors, a slang name never actually used by Sprague, gained fame because of

their use in Gibson electric guitars in the s ? They are considered to have awesome tone.
Bumblebee fans seem to think that all 'bees were PIO. The oil was probably a special
hydrocarbon oil and not a vegetable oil as was often used in the past or a PCB. Sprague used
PCBs, but that came later I think. The bodies were Bakelite. Bumblebees were eventually
replaced by Black Beautys with their parameters printed on the body. Besides using
new-old-stock and "pulls", they also use rebuilt old capacitors? Vitamin Q was actually the
name of the mineral oil used. Hermetic PIO capacitors are claimed to be much more stable than
plastic cased ones. But which ones? Sprague made a confusing variety of Black Beautys from
about , although Bumblebees seem to have been sold only during the late s. You can probably
match them up simply by value and voltage ratings. The outer foil nipple is a tube and there is a
legend that this is the "oil filler hole". Further, only PIO capacitors have them and Mylar
capacitors do not. This is almost certainly not the case, although I don't have actual proof. Over
the years, Black Beauty capacitors variously used paper-in-oil mineral oil , some with paper with
a hard polymer maybe a polyester resin , called HCX, that replaced the oil. In some series, the
lower voltage parts did not use oil, but the higher did. Some used aluminum foil and some used
metallized paper. Metallized paper can self-heal just like polymer dielectrics. The numbers are
read from left to right with the extra wide space being on the right you can't always go by the
outer foil nipple. Note that the tolerance and voltage codes may not be exactly the same as used
by other companies or other capacitor types. Paper capacitors used the same package.
Sometimes the part values were printed on body, ignoring the paint pockets. Over the years,
people have used a bewildering number of ways of marking capacitors. Early on, capacitors
were expensive and the parameters were printed on the case, sometimes partly by hand. Some
of the earliest even had some parameters molded on the case. With the commercialization of
small, cheap capacitors, some people switched to use color codes, at least on the cheapest
capacitors. The first use of color codes seems to have started in the late s and ended in the mid
s. Probably when it became possible to print on the capacitors less expensively. The same as
JAN? This is the best single source for vintage capacitor markings information that I have
found. I have the edition but later editions have more information. If you have any interest in the
history of radio, this site is a must. The coating was lacquer. I have been told that all of these
parts had five bands and this seems to be the case. Some appear to have four bands, perhaps
because of adjacent bands of the same color, and some appear to have six bands because of
incomplete coverage. If you see six bands, ignore the one closest to the leads. The chart below
is typical of those found on the internet. There is no good evidence that such capacitors ever
existed however. All the Tolerance bands I have seen have been black and white. This can help
decode the values when the colors are ambiguous. Not sure why Mullard made them with color
bands when they were making capacitors with actual printing at the same time. There may have
been a later version of the color code that covered other dielectrics but I haven't found any real
evidence they existed. They were made in the s, but NOS parts are still around today. They are
more stable and reliable than non-hermetic paper capacitors. They are probably the favorite of
golden-ear guitar people so I included them here. All of these parts have floating metal cases.
Sprague also made similar capacitors with "grounded" cases case tied to one lead but I have
never seen them. Aluminum electrolytic capacitors are almost always made like this. However,
these capacitors have high induction. This is how modern foil capacitors are made and the
induction is much reduced. The size can be somewhat larger however. Vitamin Q. There seems
to be a problem serving the request at this time. Skip to main content. Filter 1. Shop by
Category. Featured Refinements see all. Bumble Bee Capacitor Filter Applied. Brand see all.
Condition see all. Open box. Seller refurbished. For parts or not working. Not Specified. Please
provide a valid price range. Buying Format see all. All Listings. Best Offer. Buy It Now.
Classified Ads. Item Location see all. US Only. North America. Delivery Options see all. Free
International Shipping. Show only see all. Returns Accepted. Completed Items. Sold Items.
Authorized Seller. Authenticity Guarantee. More refinements More refinements All Auction Buy
It Now. Sort: Best Match. Best Match. View: Gallery View. List View. Sprague Bumble Bee
Capacitors Vintage. Sprague Bumble Bee. Sprague Bumble Bee Capacitor. Only 3 left. One
Sprague Bumble Bee. Vintage Sprague Bumble Bee. Sprague Black Beauty Capacitors Vintage.
Rare Vintage Sprague Bumble Bee. Pair of Sprague Bumble Bee. Lot of 14 Vintage Sprague
Bumble Bee. Matched Pair Sprague Bumble Bee. Lot of 5 Sprague Bumble Bee. Results
Pagination - Page 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. This listing has ended. Ships to:.
This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount
includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information,

see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Feb 04,
PST. Calculate Varies based on location and shipping method. Seller's other items. Related
sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Similar sponsored items. Vintage Sprague
Bumble Bee. Matched Pair Sprague Bumble Bee. Pair of Sprague Bumble Bee. Seller assumes
all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: New: A brand-new, unused,
unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging where packaging is applicable. Packaging
should be the same as what is found in a retail store, unless the item is handmade or was
packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail packaging, such as an unprinted box or plastic bag.
See the seller's listing for full details. See all condition definitions - opens in a new window or
tab Read more about the condition. I have over NOS Sprague. This is a private listing and your
identity will not be disclosed to anyone except the seller. Back to home page Return to top.
Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Condition: New. Ended: Feb 04, PST. Shipping: Calculate
Varies based on location and shipping method. Item location: Barnesville, Georgia, United
States. Seller: seanross Seller's other items. New: A brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged
item in its original packaging where packaging is applicable. Vishay Sprague. Order by:.
Available to:. Vintage 50s Sprague Bumblebee Capacitor. Vintage Sprague Bumblebee
Capacitor. Price is for one vintage bumblebee capacitor. All have been tested showing no
leakage. And almost no value drift. Posted with eBay Listing is for one vintage Sprague
bumblebee capacitor. All were tested showing values well within tolerance. Posted with. Five
Vintage 's Sprague Bumblebee 0. Chris Kinman series design has no impact on volume pot
taper. Easily connects between the switch and output legs of your existing volume pot. Sprague
Vitamin Q Mundorf, and some others can usually be found in high-end hi-fi equipment like audio
power supplies, decoupling stages, and speaker crossover filters, as well as high-quality guitar
amps. They are very expensive, but many swear by them. Naturally, you can use them inside a
guitar if you have enough space for such a tone cap. These capacitors use oil-soaked paper as
dielectric material and are therefore well damped and very transparent, smooth, defined,
punchy, and natural soundingâ€” bandwidth is very high and distortion very low. I will declare it
forever; I will sing praises to the God of Jacob. We combine shipping upon request when the
size and shape of the items permits packing multiple parts onto a single box. Before paying.
Select the"request total" button in your"won" items once y. Emerson Custom Guitar Bumblebee
0. Emerson Custom Bumblebee Capacitors - 0. Luxe Damen Ton Kondensator Set. Luxe Femme
Ton Kit Condensateur. Luxe Mujeres Tono Kit Condensador. This Auction is for 2 Vintage
Sprague. Both read see pics That reading is on my meter. Other meters may vary. A new Orange
Drop reads. Vintage genuine Sprague Bumblebee capacitor. With a circled 2 impression in the
housing. Band codes indicate. Reissue bumblebees go for stupid money. Get an original for a
lot less! Ships securely in a padded envelope. Vintage Sprague pre bumblebee. Offered here is
vintage pre bumblebee Sprague. Gibson, crossover, or tube amp! These show a measured
capacitance on a LCR meter. However exhibit current leakage when connected to a capacitor
analyzer at its rated voltage, but will work just fine in an old electric guitar or any line level
applications. Get real tone by buying the real thing! I will gladly combine and calculate shipping
based on the weight of all the items you win. Powered by The free listing tool. List your items
fast and easy and manage your active items. Price is for one vintage PIO bumblebee capacitor.
Tested on my Peak meter. Showing almost no value drift. One full lead. One clipped short but
still useable. Posted with eBay Mobile Posted with. Rare Vintage 50s Sprague Bumblebee
Capacitor. Listing is for one rare Sprague bumblebee capacitor. Normal value drift. Some
leakage. But will work great in a guitar circuit. Rare 50s Sprague Bumblebee Capacitor. Listing
is for one rare Sprague Bumblebee capacitor. Shows normal value drift. Some volt leakage.
Perfect for a guitar circuit. Clipped leads. But still plenty to work with. Posted with eBay Mobile.
Listing is for one 50s Sprague bumblebee capacitor. Tested showing minimal value drift.
Irrelevant if you will be using in a guitar circuit. Price is for one vintage Sprague Bumblebee
capacitor. Tested showing minimal leakage and value drift. Price is for one vintage PIO bumble
bee capacitor. Showing minimal value drift. Bumblebee Capacitor. Price is for one vintage
Sprague bumblebee capacitor. All test well within tolerance. Three Vintage 50's Sprague
Bumblebee Capacitor -. Three Vintage Sprague Bumble Bee. Tested at 2. Guaranteed to match
description and stated tested values. Will be packed and shipped safely and quickly. Test well
within tolerance. Nice long leads. Price is for two vintage Sprague Bumblebee capacitors.
Listing is for two vintage Sprague bumblebee capacitors. Price is for two vintage PIO bumble
bee capacitor. Make offer, Early 50's Sprague. An Old Radio Shop has offered quality vintage
tube radios. Receivers, tubes, capacitors,and parts on Ebay since Offered here is a piece of
capacitor guitar tone history. A pre bumblebee Sprague. Prior to the plastic molded"bumblebee

capacitors" the earlier sprague capacitors simply were coated with wax over the paper shell as
this one is. Has measured capacitance on an LCR meter but tests with current leakage on my
Sprague Tel-Ohmike analyzer at volts. This capacitor is suitable for tone and line level
applications. However it will pass current in high voltage applications so may cause distortion
in a coupling application. Add that unique tone to your Fender. Gibson, electric guitar, tube amp
or speaker crossover. I combine shipping on multilpe items. This is an 's Sprague capacitor
with 's vintage NOS tinned copper wire extended leads added left over from a capacitor
manufacturing company. Both added leads are 3" each in length. So no fussing in regard to
having enough wire lead length when placing this in an electric guitar or circuit. If you look
closely at the connections, it looks like a stock NOS cap with oil fill collars at each side of the
body. When the solder connections were made solder flowed freely onto and into the silver
plated collar making a sound electrical connection much like how an original oil filled capacitor
lead is added. The result is a capacitor that looks like a NOS piece. This shows measured
capacitance on an LCR meter but tests with current leakage on my Sprague Tel-Ohmike
analyzer at volts. However like all bumblebee capacitors will pass current in high voltage
applications so may cause distortion in a coupling application. All show same capacitance
within tolerance on meter and have nice long leads to work with. Value is. Sprague Bumblebee
Tone Capacitor. This cap was tested at. It's a good tone cap. And Backed by Ebay's Hassle free
returns policy. I ship items out expedited. Ready to install now. Original Late 's U. NOT
Reproductions. They do have the 2 in the casting insets. I am not a store or dealer, I am not an
expert at anything, I have described this item to the best of my limited knowledge. Please have
the mental acuity to examine the quality images provided. And ask all questions before you bid.
Sold as is. I make no guarantee as to the values Any test values stated are for the purpose of
relativity only. I'm using a simple Multi-Meter, not a laboratory grade analyzer. Before leaving
feedback, Please contact me if you have a problem, avoid bending the lead at the joint, it is
soldered on. Listing is for one Sprague bumblebee capacitor. I have one left. Short leads. But
plenty to work with in a guitar circuit. Which is within spec depending on your purpose. Not
sure how reliable or calibrated our capacitor checker is. The cap is guaranteed functional, but
the exact functional rating can't be guaranteed. Your mileage may vary- sold as-is but again, is
guaranteed to be"functional" The photos show the exact item you are bidding on. Listing is for
one vintage 50s bumblebee capacitor. All are working equipment pulls. Listing is for one
vintage 50s Sprague bumblebee capacitor. Tests dead on spec. This listing is for vintage
Sprague. Plenty of wire left to solder to guitar pot. Price is for 1 each. Selection will be random. I
have no meter to check values but they were removed from working equipment. Any questions.
Feel free to email. Ships to the continental U. Thanks for looking. Working Pair of Bumble bee
capacitors. They test at. These are oil filled caps. As you can see from the sealed filler spout on
one end. Pulled from a vintage 50's instrument. Continental U. Sprague original bumblebee cap.
Aluminum outer foil on one end of the capacitor body. Pulled from a working 's ampex tube
preamp. Carefully shipped in a small USPS priority mail flat rate box. Before bidding. Please for
more detailed information. I know it's expensive. But all of that money goes to the shippers, not
me! Please consider the total cost including the shipping quoted by eBay in the ad, when
bidding. Here we have a genuine"Old School" capacitor from the late 's and early 's. It's value is.
This capacitor would find it's way into guitars, amps, and Hi Fi equipment during the tube era,
and is of course, the same one used by Gibson among other companies. It was called a
Bumblebee because of it's size. Shape, and the color bands that are used to identify it's
specifications. This ad is targeted at guitarists. But this capacitor can also be used in vintage
radios, stereo receivers, and amplifiers that use tubes. Please pay attention to the value of this
capacitor. Which is indicated by those colorful stripes. There are two popular values for guitars
and amps mainly Gibson from what I've seen uF red, red, orange for the first three stripes and
NOT this capacitor and. Please know which value you need and make sure this is it. THIS
capacitor is. Why do you want this capacitor? Maybe you have one blown. Original 's Sprague
Bumblebee. Fully restored 20AWG leads with hand varnished period correct spaghetti tubing.
These typically meter between. Fine Print: We only sell the finest guitar upgrades available. All
parts are brand new. Unless specified otherwise. If you are unsure of how to solder or don't
have the expertise to complete the job, we highly recommend having a qualified guitar tech do
the install s for you. No returns, refunds of exchanges of any kind. Check our feedback and
purchase with full confidence. We do not know if and what charges will be assessed and it is
your responsibility to pay these taxes. All international packages are fully insured and declared
for the full item purchase value. No exceptions. One Vintage 50s Sprague Bumblebee Capacitor.
Listing is for one vintage bumblebee capacitor. Tests within tolerance. A great low cost
alternative to the mythically hyped. The Real Deal. Vintage Sprage Bumblebee Capacitor. The
guitar had been throttled- stripped. Badly painted, and needed fretwork. Aw, but the tone on

those Juniors are glorious. Well, it turns out that the guitar wouldn't stay in tune very well and
the parts were worth more than the whole. This cap comes from that guitar. Nothing would lead
me to believe it is not the original, as the other parts on that beast were stock. In very good
condition. Perfect for upgrades or retrofits or restorations. Please see my other auctions for
great guitar gear. I sell well! See my feedback and bid with confidence. Lower 48 US bids only. I
do not ship elsewhere. All welcome But email first if you have 5 or less transactions.
Non-payment will be reported. Payment via Paypal due within 24 hrs of auction end. Please ask
all questions prior to bidding. As all sales are final and binding. Your bid is acknowledgment
and acceptance of auction terms. Pair of Bumble bee capacitors. These are original oil filled
caps. You can tell from the sealed filler spout at one end. Pulled from a vintage 50's mic
preamp. Genuine s Sprague Bumblebee. Fully restored with 20AWG leads and sleeved with
hand varnished spaghetti tubing. This is the real deal and not a reproduction. This cap has
drifted up in capacitance. Actual value on my meter is. Cap has not been tested for DC leakage,
so I do not recommend this for an amp or high voltage application. Would make a great tone
cap for a single coil pickup guitar, such as a S or T style. Fine Print: All sales final. No returns.
Refunds of exchanges of any kind. We ship worldwide via USPS International orders may incur
duty
ford fusion engine parts diagram
2008 pontiac g6 rotors
92 honda accord headlights
charges in your home county. You are buying the Capacitor shown. This is the process I used
to add new old stock leads. I've been doinking with electronics for 40 years. I know what I'm
doing. Unit was cleaned and tested for leakage and capacitance. This unit showed minor
leakage at vdc. This has no adverse effects in the low voltage circuit in guitars. I crimped a
sterling silver crimp tube to NOS 18ga. Re-tested unit at voltage and for capacitance. The
results are shown in the pics. Snugly fit two pieces of vintage"Insulite" flexible vinyl spaghetti
tubing. I have this No one else has it. Not even close. You are buying this exact capacitor
shown. Tested and ready to install. Actual capacitence on my meter is. If you are unsure of how
to solder or don't have the expertise to complete the job. We highly recommend having a
qualified guitar tech do the install s for you. International orders may incur duty charges Made
with in Austin, TX. Posted with Vintage Sprague Bumblebee Capacitor.

